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Elderly Feeding Program
Monthly Food Donation
Based on our monitoring of our benficiaries, we discovered that the
proportion of older adults in the population is rapidly increasing
whilst the proportion of younger adults to care for them is decreasing.
In Kakamega County, we meet Adija Abuti, a pleasant 80 year widow
who lives under the care of the son who is unable to cater for her
needs. While speaking to us she can’t help but reminisce when she
was an independent and successful woman before her illness
rendered her bedridden. According to Adija, she was a dancer and
singer of Taarab Music at Amalemba-Majengo and would often get
gigs to perform locally. She describes her talent as ‘’Life Mission’’.
Adija is sad about her situation as she has to depend on her son, a
reality that is extremely difficult for her to face.
Adija is unable to come and collect her food rations nor does she have
a capable dependant who can collect the food on her behalf. As a
result, we deliver her food ration and the moment she catches a
glimpse of us, her frown turns to a huge smile.

At MIC , we not only fulfill the nutritional needs of our beneficiaries
but emotional as well.
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Inset: Mama Adija Abuti from Kakamega receiving her food
ration.

Beneficiary Home Visits
In the month of November, we were able to conduct 165 home visits to our beneficiaries in Isiolo County. Out of 165 researched, 100 are
females and 65 are males. We were able to gather the following:

Elderly Feeding Programme
1. Number of people living in one household

2. How long does the food ration last?
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Majority of the beneficiaries live more than 4-6 individuals in
a household.
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Majority of the beneficiaries indicate that the food rations last
them only 3 weeks.

Beneficiary Home Visits
3. Food items that run out first

4. Reasons for food ration running out

Food ration that run out first

Main reason for food ration running out

food ration run out fast
cooking
fat,sugar&rice

Reason for the food ration
running out

sugar&cooking fat

mostly utilised

3%
1%

sugar&rice
sugar,cooking
fat&milkpowder
sugar

It was noted that Cooking fat ,sugar &rice are the food items that
runs out fast.
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38%
58%

small quantity

small quantity &the
family is large
small quantity&mostly
utilised

The main reason why cooking fat, sugar and rice run out fast is the small
quantities .

Beneficiary Home Visits
5. Food Ration to be increased
ration

6. Food item to be included as part of the food

Food ration to be increased
cooking fat ,sugar&rice

Food item to be included that
isnt part of the ration

cooking fat&sugar
Maize Four
cooking fat&rice
cooking fat,rice
&milkpowder
cooking fat
,sugar&milkpowder

Spaghetti

Maizeflour&spagetti
green gram
beans
beans&maize flour

corn soya &milkpowder

Majority of the beneficiaries opinion is that cooking fat,&
sugar should be increased
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Majority of the beneficiaries want maize flour to be included as
part of their food ration
.

Beneficiary Home Visits
Housing Programme

Current Type of Housing

Own the home they live in

Wooden Structure
Mud House
Half block half wooden

36%

Block house

Yes

Manyatta house

No

half wooden half iron sheet

64%

Metal structure
Stone house

Majority of the beneficiaries live in wooden structures

Most of the beneficiaries own the homes they live in.
.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Access to Washrooms

Rent the home they live in

19%
28%
Yes

Yes

No

No

72%

81%

Most of the beneficiaries do no rent the homes they live in.
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Most of the beneficiaries have access to the washrooms.
.
.

Beneficiary Home Visits
Access to water

32%
Yes
No

68%

Most of the 165 beneficiaries surveyed have access to water.
.
.
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Majority of the beneficiaries have access to electricity.

Beneficiary Home Visits
Benefited from MIC Housing Project

3%

Yes
No

97%

Out of 165 beneficiaries, only 5 have benefitted from the MIC housing initiative.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
Health Programme

Beneficiaries Medical
Conditions

Beneficiaries that Require
Mobility

Athritis
High blood pressure

28%

12%

High blood sugar
Yes

60%

NO

Athritis and low blod sugar

8%
1%
1%
2%

high blood pressure and
high blood sugar

88%

Healthy

It was noted that most of the 165 beneficiaries are in good health.
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Out of the 165 beneficiaries, only 19 require mobility devices. They
include: Crutches -4, Wheelchair-6, Walking stick-9

Beneficiary Home Visits
Health Programme

Beneficiaries with Updated
NHIF

Have support when they fall ill

2%

Family

49%

Yes

51%

Community

No

98%

Majority of the 165 beneficiaries have support from their family
members when they fall ill.

Most of the 165 beneficiaries have access to NHIF
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Cash Transfer Programme

6%2%

Disabled
Elderly
widow

92%

Through the survey, we also discovered that out of the 165 beneficiaries, 92% have access to specifically the
elderly cash transfer programme funds, 6% have access through the widow scheme and 2% through the disabled
scheme.
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Mortality
Its unfortunate that we have to report deaths of our beneficiaries
in Kakamega and Isiolo County.
Kakamega
Miriam Keya, 89 year old lived in Amalemba village. She was
recruited into the feeding programme in July 2019, Miriam had
high blood pressure and on November 2019, she succumbed to
her illness.
89 year old Torcas Sunguti lived in Roosterman village with her
four sons and three daughters, all have no jobs and living in a
horrible condition.She was recruited into the feeding programme
in June 2018, Torcas succumbed to age and health complications
in November 2019.
Isiolo
66 year old Mzee Bishar Bulle Omar lived in Bula Taqwa with his
three daughters and two sons. He was recruited into the feeding
programme in June 2013. Mzee Bishar succumbed to age and
health complications in November 2019.

In memoriam:
clockwise from top left:
Miriam Keya, Bishar
Bulle Omar and Torca
Manyonyi Sunguti
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Advocacy - Education

Inset: Kakamega Township pupils having Lunch.
Since the introduction of the School Feeding Programme in January 2019, it was noted that the student enrollment had increase as
well as the concentration level of the students. Thus, there was a huge improvement on the KCPE results this year compared to last
year. This year, the mean score was 54.2 % a 6% increase from the previous year.
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Feeding our elders is our responsibility.
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